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Chapter 103  

Tanner’s POV  

The babies were in a hurry to get there and 30 minutes later Gabi was actively pushing 
our first child out. I don’t know how fast Alpha Heath was driving to get them here in 
time, but I bet he set a new speed record for getting here. Von ran in about 5 minutes 
before Gabi started pushing, but I saw how happy Gabi was with Von getting there in 
time. The relief on her face was instant when she saw Von enter the room. / am glad 
they made it in time, as we literally got underway as soon as Von arrived. Our first son 
was here 8 minutes later. He is so cute. He has strong lungs and looks perfect, and they 
let me cut the cord. The nurse took him and cleaned him up and I followed her around. 
Gabi was worried, with cause, about our babies. She had been through enough and 
heard horror stories of babies taken in hospitals. Plus, there were those two families 
that wanted our children anyway. She was highly concerned, and she wanted me to 
stay with them. I would, every step, I know the nurse was nervous about me following 
her, but I told her, “I have always been interested in what you nurses do for the babies, 
and I wanted to say thank you for all you do. This is our first child and I just wanted to 
get to see him”.  

She smiled and nodded at me, and I watched her as she cleaned off the baby and put 
him in a  

warmer, as they are used to being warm. He was weighed and measured, and she did a 
couple of other things too, but I was so busy watching my son and admiring him, that I 
didn’t catch it all. He was taken back to Gabi in a diaper and laid on her chest for her to 
try to feed him for the first time. He quickly took to her n****e, and it seemed like they 
had done this before. I stood proudly next to Gabi watching her and my son as he 
started to learn to nurse, and I was so proud of my baby, already. It was like nothing I 
had ever experienced before. I was protective before, but the love I felt for this little one 
I cannot even describe. / see a flash and I look up to see that my mom has taken a 
picture of me with her cell phone to capture the moment, and both she and Von have 
tears in their eyes looking at me, watching Gabi.  

I smiled at them both and then looked down at Gabi and my son again, and Gabi was 
looking up at me and blissfully happy. I hold her free hand and watch as she feeds our 
baby. It doesn’t take long, and he is done, and the nurse comes back to get him, and I 
follow her around again. They are checking his appearance and getting him wrapped up 
in a little blanket. They asked me if I wanted to hold him as his brother would be coming 
soon and I nodded and sat down in the chair near Gabi’s bed so she could see him, as I 
knew she would feel better about it.  

I sat there and held him carefully like he was fragile. I am trying to be safe with him. The 
same nurse walks up and adjusts him in my arms and I feel more comfortable this way 



and lean back in the chair and get my first really good look at him. He has my black hair, 
and I wait patiently for him to open his eyes again, as he has looked around several 
times, but I don’t know what color his eyes are. A little while later, he opens his eyes 
and looks at me, and I see my own eyes looking back at me. He looks just like me and  

my father, and his name will be perfect. I tear up and can’t see him because of my tears 
and I hear my mom, who is beside me getting her first really good look at him, and her 
seeing the same thing that I am. My miniature version of myself and my father. This 
must tug at my mother’s heartstrings too, as he looks exactly like my infant picture on 
her desk.  

I looked up at her, and she had tears in her eyes too. I looked back at Gabi, and she 
was smiling at me too, but the tears were making my eyes blurry. I tell her, “He has my 
hair and my eyes. He looks just like me and dad”.  

PA  

The doctor gets back where he was as it had been over 15 minutes and it is time for 
Gabi to start pushing again. I sit there holding our son and I am a proud father. I want 
everyone to see my son. I cannot wait for dad, my brother, and everyone to get here to 
see them both. I am so proud of them both and the second one isn’t even here yet. Is 
this feeling normal? Do all parents feel this?  

Gabi is a trooper, she is tough as nails. My pack is so lucky to have her. I know Dana 
started a lot of bullshit and rumors about Gabi, but the main one was she couldn’t fight. I 
know my mate, she is going to mop the floor with those hateful girls. I know Dana may 
start the fight by herself, but she won’t finish it that way. Even though I warned the 
whole pack about the consequences of helping Dana, and that they would get the same 
punishment as her. Dana is going to be banished after the fight. As a matter of fact, her 
stuff was going to be packed up the night before the fight, because no matter the 
outcome, she risked the lives of our pack members by allowing Taylor and Devon onto 
our land. It could have turned out very differently than it did, and an example has to be 
made for others to not break the pack rules, or the same thing would happen to them as 
well. ”  

Theard my son make a noise and I broke out of my thoughts and look at him and he 
was looking right at me like he knew I needed to focus on what was happening right 
now, and he was right. His brother was coming right now. I am near Gabi’s head right 
now, but I can hear what the doctor was saying. He tells her to stop pushing for a 
minute, he gets whatever he needs to done, and tells Gabi that one more big push 
should do it. I could hardly stay seated, and I glanced over at Gabi. She was 
concentrating and really gave a grunt at that push, and it was done. I heard an equally 
loud wail fill the room and Gabi lay back, exhausted, and happy, that it was done. My 
mother took the baby from my arms so I could go and see my  

second son.  



I saw Von standing there with tears in her eyes and so happy, and I stepped back to let 
her cut the cord for our second son. I already know what Gabi said, and this will mean 
more for them both for Von to cut it. He will be the heir to Ever Green. Heath, had kept 
asking. We were trying to keep it a secret and Heath finally explained why he wanted to 
know. Due to the firstborn taking over the pack, the twin, who just happened to be born 
19 minutes later, gets nothing, except in this case. Heath was going to turn his pack 
over to the second son, or if it was a boy and a girl, if the girl didn’t want it, he would 
give it to our next child. They would both be raised to run a pack, as an Alpha. I thought 
that was wonderful because I was worried about it myself. In this case, it would work out 
perfectly for our sons.  

The nurse takes my son over and does the same thing for that son as well. I can tell his 
hair is lighter  

than my firstborn son’s is, it looks like Gabi’s hair. I stood then waiting patiently for him 
to open his eyes to see if he got Gabi’s or mine. I didn’t have to wait long, he opens his 
eyes and lets the world know he is  

displeased with being cold and is immediately put under the heat lamp and settled back 
down. I hope  

every problem he faces will be settled as easily as this was. He was checked out and he 
was absolutely perfect as well. He does have my face, but he has his mother’s hair and 
eye color, which I thought was beautiful. It will also let us tell them apart easily too.  

I follow the nurse back to Gabi for her to feed him and he nudges her n****e with his 
nose and then latches on. He eats for a little bit, and it seems like he will do just fine 
with it as well. They are both naturals at it, and I swell with pride at my smart boys.  

The afterbirth is taken care of as they each had a placenta, and Gabi is done. She is 
happy but exhausted and she gets taken into another room and set up there. This room 
has two couches in it and a few chairs have been brought in as well. I heard our families 
coming before I saw them. Heath and Von came in first, followed by my mom and dad. 
My sister, Alicia, and her mate Anthony, Gavin, Wyatt, and Everly all enter the room. I 
saw Heath head to the little rolling beds and said, “both boys, that is wonderful. They 
are pretty big for twins too. We are so excited for you both”. Gabi smiled happily from 
her bed, and I told them, “Well, Gabi and I would like to introduce you all to our sons. 
Firstborn, weighing in at 5.5 lbs. and 23 inches long, Dawson Wyatt Wright”, I 
announced to the room, and I heard a gasp from both my dad and Alpha Wyatt. They 
were both beaming with pride, and I passed my dad his namesake.  

“Our second born was also 23 inches long and weighed 5.1 lbs. and his name is 
Percival Heath Wright “and I passed his namesake into his waiting hands. Seeing such 
a big man start crying over a small baby was a sight to see. Von had her arm wrapped 
around his waist and was right there to look at him. Both of them had tears in their eyes 
looking at him.  



I got in bed with Gabi on the side without the IV and we watched as our parents cooed 
and babied talked to our twins. Alicia and Alpha Wyatt and Luna Everly waited patiently 
for their turn as, apparently, you need to hold a baby for ten minutes before you let them 
go. Heath tugged Von into his lap when they sat down on the couch, to wait to hold 
Dawson. We would be calling them Dawson and Percy, but we wanted them all to know 
that we loved them and wanted to honor them by naming our twins after them. More 
cooing ensued and then Alicia, as she was passing Percy to her parents, told them that 
she was almost a month pregnant herself. Congratulations were all exchanged, and my 
mom could not have been more excited about getting even more grandchildren. I see 
Gavin sitting to the side and he is sad, and I feel  

bad for him as I remember how it felt for me when I was waiting for my mate.  

I walked up to him and told him, “We know she isn’t in our pack, don’t give up hope. You 
are only 19 years old, she is out there. Aren’t you going to train in Ever Green soon after 
they come back here for Gabi’s fight? They just got a lot of people in there and your 
mate may be one of them. Don’t give up, you will find her Gavin. I know you will have a 
wonderful mate”.  

Gavin nodded at me and said, “I know it just seems like you have it all right now, and I 
don’t have anything. It is just frustrating, as I am about to turn 20 in a few months, and I 
just want my mate to be with  

1. But I am so happy for you and Gabi. Your babies are the cutest babies I have 
seen, even if they happen to look like you”  

“You know you look like me too, because we look like dad, right?” I teased him back.  

“I know, I just couldn’t resist, but they are really cute. I would like a few children of my 
own too”, Gavin said.  

“All in good time, I bet you will find her by your birthday.  

“From your mouth to the Goddesses’ ears. I hope she has a great girl picked out for me 
too”, Gavin said, and then he walked off to go check out the babies with our parents. 
They had Percy now, and Alpha Heath and Von had Dawson. Everyone looked happy 
and I could see Alpha Wyatt giving Gabi a hug and thanking her for using his name for 
one of the babies. I could tell that it meant a lot to him, and I walked over to Gabi and 
edged back onto the bed with her.  

“If you want to come here for Christmas Eve and please bring Stone, we can celebrate it 
with you, and then you can go back if you have something special planned for 
Christmas day. If not, you can just stay here with us and the babies. Mom and dad are 
taking a ski trip and we will be inviting Alpha Heath and Luna Von here as well. You can 
take turns trading the babies out and holding them. I am sure we might need to catch up 
on some sleep by that time, and we would love to have you here, we have plenty of 



room “I told them and watched them light up at the offer. Gabi and I had already 
discussed it and we knew that Christmas was going to be hard at Crimson Shadow, so 
we thought that we would welcome them here. It will help keep their minds off of Taylor, 
for at least a little while. 
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Chapter 104 Gabi’s POV  

We had a great Christmas and got to spend time with all three sets of grandparents as 
the trip for Dawson and Aria was from the 20th to the 24th, so they were back there at 
noon, on Christmas Eve and Aria told Tanner, “You never listen to us, I said around 
Christmas. How could you think that we would miss the babies’ FIRST Christmas?”.  

They all thought that it was super important for them to be here for the babies’ first 
Christmas. I had asked Heath to spar with me and when he asked why he promptly got 
pissed off at Dana and her little b***h squad. He nodded and said that we could use the 
gym whenever I wanted to, as he was definitely going to be there for the fight. I told him 
that Alan, Hudson, and Jameson would be there as well and he said, “The more the 
merrier”, but he wasn’t smiling about it. I gave myself a week off to heal, but I knew dad 
would push me harder than anyone else to get where I needed to be. It was exactly 
what I needed too.  

“Who are you fighting honey?” Luna Everly asked and so I had to explain what had 
happened, and since it involved Taylor, I know it was hard for them both. I knew they 
were still healing, but I didn’t want  

to lie to them.  

“I would actually like to watch you spar Gabi. I have never seen you fight before” 
Dawson said, and  

Aria agreed.  

“We would as well, as I heard you were one of the elite fighters and I knew you had 
sparred on our land after we got to meet you, but we didn’t get to see you in action” 
Alpha Wyatt spoke, and Luna Everly nodded in agreement.  

“I will have Jason close down the gym tonight for Gabi to get some practice. Jason also 
wanted to spar with her, and that might help as she hadn’t fought him ever before. He is 
our head trainer and a great friend. I am sure Gavin here would agree to be a “test 
dummy”, I mean sparring partner, for Gabi too, right, Gavin?” Tanner teased him.  

“It would be my pleasure to be a “test dummy” for Gabi. I am at her service whenever 
she needs a sparring partner. I think you could too, Tanner, truth be told, I think she 



could take you down too. Gabi is a force to be reckoned with”, Gavin told me, and he is 
probably right.  

“I will offer my services as well, Gabi, just don’t hurt me, baby,” Tanner told me and 
made me laugh.  

“I can also volunteer Gabi, just don’t hurt me for real though, just a little please,”Stone 
said to  

“I am a pretty good fighter, better than Dana, but it will help you to work with people with 
different  

fighting styles to prep for this. You did just give birth. You should have given yourself 
more time”. Aria told  

me, and I nodded and accepted her offer. She was right, fighting with her, Jason and 
Gavin would help me  

out.  

Von and Aria got the babies bundled up and grabbed their bags and we all headed for 
the gym, as Jason was ready to go sparring with me. Heath was absolutely cute 
pushing Percy’s stroller and giving me tips and tricks as we walked to the gym. Jason 
was going to lock the door after we entered, and we would be in the back so no one 
would be able to see what we were about to do. I still wanted to keep my talents on the 
down low so they could all figure it out at the same time. I know that some still believe 
the s**t Dana was talking because they have known her for years, and I just got here 
recently, but to me, actions speak louder than words. Some people can talk a good 
game, but that is it, talk. They are good at telling you what you want to hear, and that is 
it.  

Tran around the track five times to warm up and while I stretched, I reached out to Tala 
and made  

sure she was ready for this as well.  

“I am always ready, Gabi. We have this. I have told you before that you are so strong, 
even stronger than you ever realized” Tala mind linked me.  

“I know we are strong, Tala, but I am worried maybe I need three weeks to prep for the 
fight, not just two weeks. I knew I needed to take it easy that first week. Giving birth is 
tough, and my body needed to heal” I mindlinked her back.  

“I am with you, here tonight, and will help you in the fight with Dana too. You are correct, 
it will not just be her fighting. I believe that those girls are going around trying to get 
people to agree to help them. I  



hear whispers in the hallways, but so far most are scared to agree, because of what 
Tanner told them.  

They know what Dana did, and know her penalty will be bad, but the other three girls 
aren’t aware her penalty will be that stiff yet. Some of these girls aren’t terribly bright 
around here” Tala mindlinked me  

back.  

I stepped up to the mat and saw Stone standing there, and he looked nervous. “Don’t 
forget you love me, Gabi, I am your brother”, he said, before taking his stance.  

“I do love you. It will be OK, Stone” I told him. He likes Jiu-Jitsu a lot, and that is what he 
always uses. He needed to learn more and I told him that we were going blow for blow, 
that he needed to be well rounded so he could take his opponent by surprise. Then I 
took him down fast, and hard onto the padded mat. It still knocked the breath out of him, 
and when he finally was able to take a deep breath and sit up, he said, “Well that was 
fun, NEXT” and headed back over to Alpha Wyatt and Luna Everly, who were both 
impressed at me getting down an Alpha, so much larger than me, and not breathing 
hard.  

Alpha Wyatt leaned forward and said to Heath, “Can Stone come and train in your pack 
when the competition comes to train at Ever Green? I think Gabi is right in what she 
said, he needs to be more well-rounded”.  

“Gabi was correct in what she told him, and he telegraphs what he is going to do before 
he does it. He needs to stop that now because he will easily be defeated if he keeps it 
up”, Heath told Alpha  

Wyatt.  

Aris steps onto the mat and says, “Great job, Gabi. Hopefully, it will be harder to take 
me down. I have been training for longer than you have been alive”.  

“I have only been training for 8 months, but I had an excellent trainer”. I smiled over at 
Heath, and we got into our stances and waited for Jason to start the fight. Aria was 
good, a lot better than Stone, but she telegraphs too, on a lot of her moves and it 
allowed me to be able to dodge the harder blows. We keep at it  

until I can sweep her feet and put her into an armbar, and she taps.  

Aria gets up impressed and tells me how proud she is of me. Then she said, “We should 
sell popcorn at this fight, Dawson, this is really going to be a show”. Dawson nods and 
looks at me and says, “We may need you to start training our people here too, Gabi, 
you seem to read their minds”.  



“No, not a mind-reader. They both telegraph their blows. It lets me be able to avoid the 
harder blows and land a few of my own. We can always be a better fighting pack. BUT I 
will tell you my trainer, who tries to make sure we have no loss of life, advocates taking 
care of them at a distance. I can take out 100 wolves, if I am loaded up with ammo, 
properly. I always have my magazines loaded and ready so I can just drop them and put 
in a new one. If we get attacked by 200 wolves, and I already took out half of them, the 
rest will either scatter or end up being killed if we are all properly trained. I think we also 
need to train in weapons too. Heath trained me, and I am very comfortable with a gun 
on my thigh. The most important thing is no loss of life on our end to me. That is my 
goal as the Luna here, to protect my pack”, I told them. I see Heath and Von looking at 
me proudly and Dawson and Aria smiling widely at me. Wyatt and Everly nod in 
approval as well, and Jason is really impressed about learning about the weapons.  

“So, you would be willing to train us on the gun, and martial arts weapons to Gabi?” 
Jason asked me as he stepped to the ring and Tanner stepped up to call the match.  

“I would, but I wouldn’t be alone in the training. Tanner can help some, and I would have 
the team here, for like a week or two, for everyone that wanted to learn to be able to do 
it. But this will be after the testing is done. The fundamentals come with respect for the 
weapon, as well as putting in the time to use it and get comfortable with it. It is a 
dangerous weapon that can cut a throat out quickly for you to move on to the next 
rogue. It takes time to master, but that is why the elite team is so dangerous. We can 
work our way through a lot of rogues, killing as we go. Time is of the essence when you 
are dealing with rogues”,  

I told them  

Jason and I square off and get in our stances, and Jason comes at me hard as soon as 
Tanner starts the match. I anticipated that he was going to. He is a man who, looking at 
me, thinks that I am defenseless. I am good with that as I didn’t break a sweat or show 
my true hand in the first two matches. Jason is good, and he didn’t expect me to duck 
under his arm and give him a hard back elbow strike, and I was already turning to give 
him a stepping sidekick and I got him down like a tree. I wasted no time jumping on him 
to sit on his chest to get him into a front mount and putting my arm around his head. I 
can control his movements now with my body weight, even though I am smaller than 
him, as I have him wrapped up and am using my arm and shoulder to choke him and 
keep him from breathing correctly. I  

waited for the tap, and it only took about 15 seconds for him to admit defeat, and I know 
it hurt him to do it. I immediately release him when he tapped, and I hopped up and held 
my hand out to help him up. Jason stands up and gives me a big smile. I bet he heard 
the rumors that Dana had been spewing, and I hope I give her just as big a surprise 
when we fight.  

put a finger to my lips and said, “Don’t tell anyone. I want them all to be as surprised as 
she is when we fight. Don’t worry about me. I know that Dana can’t beat me and that 



she is going to get Elise, Gina, and Ava to jump me from behind. But I didn’t want to 
hurt you, so I controlled what I did. I WILL want to hurt them so I can give them moves 
that will take them down for a few minutes while I work through the rest of them. I don’t 
hurt people I like”, I told him, and then looked over to the group and they were even 
more impressed  

“I would like to come two days early, with the boys, for you to be fully up to speed, Gabi. 
I know you just gave birth, but you not being able to do the moves because of having to 
be careful because you were pregnant. It doesn’t apply anymore. I also recommend that 
you bring your Sai and Kamas with you to the fight. I have a suspicion that Dana will 
bring a weapon with her. If it is a gun, I will take care of her. But I want you prepared. I 
think it is ridiculous that this ignorant woman is so jealous of you that she would be 
making up so many lies about you. It truly shows her character. But even with not being 
able to train for a while, you are still my little terminator, and I am so proud of you”, 
Heath told me, and came over to kiss the top of my head as he cradled baby Percy in 
his other arm. 
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Chapter 105 Tanner’s POV  

This has been the best Christmas that I can ever remember I think as I sit with Gabi in 
my lap and watch the grandparents play “pass the baby” over and over again. Did my 
grandparents do that when I was born? I honestly cannot remember, but it was great 
that they each loved the babies so much. Not partial to one of them, and love them both 
equally, they just wanted to smell the scent off their little heads and hold them until it 
was time to feed them and change their diapers, then they were glad to pass them 
along. Gabi is asleep on my lap, and my life feels perfect right now. I see Wyatt and 
Everly making faces at Dawson, and he is giving them a cute little smile, and you would 
have thought he hung the moon with how impressed they are with him. My parents have 
Percy right now, and they are just as impressed. Heath and Von are snuggling together 
and watching the other grandparents hold the babies, and the day went on well like 
that.  

I cannot remember having better cookies and pastries either. Sarah made some of the 
most delicious baked goods I have ever put in my mouth. She could have her own 
bakery I swear. I am so glad she is here. Devon has been excelling at the training, and 
he will be a force to be reckoned with as I really think he will be making the team. I am 
glad I didn’t just let him go like I wanted to. This has worked out very well for them and 
for me. If she didn’t love making clothes so much, I would suggest that she bake every 
day.  

We all had a great day, and a great meal as each of the Luna’s helped make the meal, 
and it was a wonderful day. I look forward to the New Year, and Gabi taking care of the 
“b***h brigade”. I knew she would not be playing with them like she played with Stone, 
my mom, and Jason. Jason was still hella impressed and he cannot wait for the fight to 



happen. He even had a Team Gabi t-shirt made up and is really going to wear it to the 
fight. The fight keeps getting bigger and bigger it seems with people almost going crazy 
on it, and now bets are even being taken. They will fight on January the 5th, and I think 
Gabi could beat the pants off of them tomorrow, but Heath is going to treat it like a 
military mission and leave no room for Gabi to be hurt. Even with 4 against 1. He will 
take those odds and ram them down their throats because Heath will make sure that 
Gabi is ready for the fight.  

:  

10 DAYS LATER  

It was now January fourth, and the fight will be tomorrow. Heath and Von came in last 
night with Alan, Jameson, Hudson, Easton, Angela, and their precious baby Brendan. 
The guys and Heath took Gabi and went to the gym with Jason, so they could lock it 
down again. They were out there for almost 3 hours, and they were all red and sweaty 
when they came back. They all went to grab showers and then came  

back down to eat. Gabi headed to me, as I had the babies and Gabi needed to feed the 
babies.  

We were all sitting there after we had eaten, and Ava and Gina passed by to try to flirt 
with Jameson, Alan, and Hudson and were immediately shut down. So, they switched to 
messing with Gabi.  

“Are you ready to lose tomorrow, Gabi?” Ava asked me with a smirk.  

“You should go ahead and give up now Gabi, so you don’t get embarrassed tomorrow. 
You shouldn’t have agreed to fight Dana. It will be your funeral” Gina said and both she 
and Ava started laughing. Elise walks up and joins them and said, “I just spoke with 
Dana. She is good to go for tomorrow, I hope you are, but it is your own funeral. You 
shouldn’t have decided to fight her. She is going to mop the floor with  

you”.  

Alan started laughing and said, “I look forward to seeing that tomorrow. You have 
convinced me that  

Dana will win” and then started to laugh harder. The rest of the guys on the team started 
laughing too as  

the girls got madder.  

“Then you need to make sure everyone comes tomorrow to see it, all her backers can 
sit in her area.  



I look forward to seeing them too tomorrow” Gabi told her with a serious face.  

“What an excellent idea Gabi, that is the first time you have made a good point. We will 
be sure to pass that along, so Dana’s fans know where to sit. See you tomorrow, Gabi” 
Elise turns to walk away and comes back to the table. “Oh, one more thing before I 
forget, Dana said that she would give you a pass on beating you up tomorrow, if you 
decided to leave Blood Rose, and Tanner. I would suggest you take her up on it, as she 
has been really training hard” Elise finished and turned again to walk away. I grimace 
and frown, as this wasn’t a battle for Luna, Gabi was already Luna, and she wouldn’t be 
getting replaced. No matter what, Gabi is the Luna.  

“I think I will take my chances, Elise. Please tell Dana, good luck tomorrow in the fight, 
and I am sure I will see you three there as well” Gabi told her and sat back in her chair.  

I see the guys grinning after them and then laughing before they could get 20 feet away. 
I see all three of them turn around and make a big deal out of being laughed at. If they 
think that is bad, wait until tomorrow when they get thoroughly embarrassed at the fight. 
Gabi is going to teach them all a lesson about listening to an i***t. I will have a few more 
warriors who aren’t friends with Dana and her little friends, getting their stuff packed up, 
as I am sure they will be stepping up to help Dana in the fight. I don’t why, or what she 
promised them, but they are backing someone who betrayed her pack, to try to become 
Luna. She had her own mate, which she rejected because she wanted a higher rank. 
She should have kept her own mate, as there is no one better suited for her, but with 
how she is, that guy really dodged a bullet with her, i guarantee you he is probably 
better off without her.  

We headed up to our rooms, as I wanted Gabi to get a good night’s sleep. We put the 
babies to sleep  

after their last feeding and I led Gabito our room after we turned out their light. We still 
have another  

week and a half, before we can have six. Gabi will be checked out by her doctor on the 
15th and then he  

can tell us if she is OK, or if she has to wait another week. With our wolves, we heal 
faster, so I am hoping that she will be given the all-clear at the month mark. But I can 
tell that she is stressed about tomorrow. I  

hate that Dana ran all over the pack talking about Gabi before people could get to know 
her. I don’t know what all Dana has said about Gabi to the pack members, but we WILL 
get it straightened out after the fight. Anyone who joins in attacking Gabi is out of here, 
and I don’t care who they are.  

Gabi had showered two hours ago when she came back from the gym, and she was 
coming out of the bathroom in her nightshirt from brushing her teeth. It was just a big t-



shirt but seeing my mate with her panties skimming the t-shirt, got my head doing a 
double-take. I know we can’t have s*x, but there was nothing wrong with helping my 
mate get some better sleep tonight. I came up behind her and rubbed  

her shoulders and felt some knots, so I had her sit down on the bed and I crawled 
across to get behind her  

again on my knees and gave her a neck and should rub. Gabi moaned her approval of 
what I was doing,  

and she felt the response I had from helping her out with this.  

Gabi could feel how much I enjoyed her moan and looked over her shoulder at me and 
told me, “We  

can’t yet Tanner. I feel like I am OK to have s*x, but I would rather get the doctors 
approval before we do. It’s only been three weeks”.  

“No, I was just going to help you out baby, I don’t need to have s*x,” I told her.  

Gabi looked at my lap, and then back into my eyes, and said, “I don’t think he got the 
memo, Tanner”  

and then grinned at me.  

“I can help you out so you can relax and get a good night’s sleep. I know everyone is 
excited about the fight tomorrow, and I know that it is causing you some stress, so I 
wanted to help you be able to sleep well. Don’t you usually sleep better after you have 
an o**** m?” I asked her, and she nodded. I moved back so she could lay down on the 
bed, and I pulled her underwear down her legs. I am so glad that she is my mate I 
thought as I removed them and then threw them on the floor. She doesn’t need them 
tonight.  

I lay between her legs and pushed her heels towards her legs to get in closer and 
started slowly, to  

let her get into it. Gabi relaxed and I used a finger gently and worked her up until her 
legs were shaking  

hard and I knew she was about to c*m. I slowed down and brought her back down and 
felt a whimper of  

frustration from Gabi, which made me smile. I stop playing with her and bring her close 
again and I know what she likes, I sucked her clit into my mouth and Gabi came hard. I 
held her legs while she was bucking, and then Gabi stopped like she was too weak to 
do anything. She was laying there with a smile on her face and trying to calm her 



breathing. Gabi sits up and leans forward to kiss me as she ran her hand into my 
sweatpants. I pulled back and told her, “No, I was just trying to help you out. I will be 
fine”.  

You will be baby, I will make sure of it” Gabi said as she told me to get where she had 
been on the  

bed as she got up and went to the end of the bed. I see her crawling up the bed towards 
me and it was the  

sexiest thing I have ever seen in my life. My wife is a stunner, and I am the luckiest man 
in the world. I pulled my sweatpants down and Gabi was very enthusiastic about helping 
me out. I was putty in her hands after 3 weeks of no s’x, since the babies were born. I 
felt the familiar feeling coming over me and I tried to pull Gabi away, but she stayed 
there and took every last drop when I came. We both went back into the bathroom to 
take care of business before we go to bed. We both fell asleep quickly into a good 
sleep. Even with the knowledge that tomorrow was going to be a tough day, with an 
expected 4 against 1,  

in a very uneven fight. 

Chapter 106 Tanner’s POV  

I was right, we both had a great night’s sleep, and I feel excited for today I feel confident 
that Gabi was ready to kick some ass I mindlinked the gate guards to tell them that 
Crimson Shadow was coming today and to let Alpha Wyati, Lunal verly, and soon to be 
Alpha Stone in as they were coming to support Gabitoday The fight was at 2, and Gabi 
is working around the schedule to feed the babies, but she also expresses for them, and 
we have a bag that we will be putting two bottles in that keeps the bottle cold until we 
need to use them, just in case the babies get hungry, or the fight goes over My mom 
usually helps us, as she lives here, so she was good with prepping the bottles and then 
letting Iverly and Von feed the babies. I alieady had the first row for Gabi’s side saved 
for the family to sit on. I also had the second row for overflow and for Jason, Alan, 
Hudson, Jameson, Easton, Angela, and their baby  

They all wanted to be ready to jump in to help if the number of jealous girls got too high. 
Angela wasn’t on the elite team, but I have seen her fight, and she is tough Angela told 
us that we would need the extra seats as i den and her mate Caden, would be coming 
here today with her son Jackson, and Amanda Ross, Gabi’s other best friend would be 
coming as well, to see Gabi and the babies, and have Gabi’s back I have heard about 
both of them, and they were nice to Gabi at I vei Green, when she first got there, and I 
know how much Gabi loves them both. Irom what Angela just said to me, Amanda and I 
den would both jump in to fight to protect Gabi, even with being Omega’s They both 
love her and will back her up, so these girls thinking that Gabi is by herself are going to 
have a surprise. I know Gabi wants to deal with them herself, but if things go south, I 
know they will jump in and  



help her.  

I mindlink the guards with their names and the pack they are coming from, and we head 
down to lunch. Gabiliad let me sleep and got up and fed the boys, got them changed, 
and then came back to bed, for a little more sleep, as she had slept so well. We ended 
up getting up at almost 11 Gabi fed them again and we got dressed and came down to 
grab lunch. I got my plate and came back to the table while Gabi watched the boys, and 
then Gabi went to get her food. The babies are just the best, calm, and not fussy, unless 
it is past their feeding times then we will hear about it. Gabi has got the breastfeeding 
thing down, and she loves to bond with them and hold their little hands while she feeds 
them. She said that she feels so close to them when she feeds them.  

I see my parents coming our way and they join us for lunch. How are you feeling Gabi? 
You, OK? We didn’t see you guys this morning for breakfast” My mom asked.  

“I am fine. we slept in, and I got up and fed and changed the boys, and then took a nap 
with Tanner. I guess I needed the sleep” Gabi said and smiled at them  

“Are you nervous fighting Dana and the girls?” My dad asked her.  

“No, I anticipate that they will jump in, and they will earn the punishment that they get, 
plus what Tanner gives them. I was pregnant when I got here, so that helped people 
think that Dana’s lies were the truth. It didn’t matter what Tanner or Alan said to them in 
rebuttal. To the ones that believe it, they think because I am the only female to make 
the team that I slept my way onto the team, until we get this done, they will continue to 
believe it. I am not worried about Dana’s or her friend’s opinions, but I do take offense to 
the people who blindly believed the jealous girls slandering my name just because they 
wanted my mate. Dana had a mate, but she decided to reject him, because he was a 
warrior too, and she wanted a higher ranking. Taylor wanted the same thing, and I hope 
Dana isn’t as far gone as Taylor was. But if Dana pulls a weapon on me during the fight, 
all bets are off, attempting to kill the Luna of your pack, it is an automatic death 
sentence” Gabi told them and I nodded, I agree 100% with her. If Dana or any of the 
girls pull a gun, or weapon out to finish Gabi, I cannot allow them to live, they won’t be 
banished they will be dead.  

I get a mindlink that Both the Wilson’s have arrived from the Crimson Shadow pack, and 
that Eden has as well from Ever Green and I told Gabi that her parents and her friends 
were here, and we headed to the front of the packhouse to greet them. I see my brother 
Gavin swinging a girl around in his arms, and she told him to put her down.  

He sets her down carefully and looks at her, and we can all see it the second she looks 
him in the eyes. Gabi’s friend Amanda is Gavin’s mate. She hugs him and he is ecstatic 
about finding his mate too. Gabi is smiling and I see Gavin look over at me and I have 
never seen him happier. E den and Caden are looking at them smiling, and Caden was 
carrying baby Jackson and they looked like a happy family. They come around I den’s 
car and Gabi gasps as she sees that Eden is pregnant, and she runs down the steps to 



congratulate her and Caden. You can see how happy they are together. Eden and Gabi 
are talking excitedly up the steps as Caden walks in behind them speaking with Stone. 
They are still friends, and Stone never blamed him for rejecting Taylor. Caden had been 
punished enough, and the Goddess blessed him right then and there with Eden.  

We head back into the dining room and we see Heath and Von sitting there and they 
greeted them, baby Jackson was glad to see them both and was moving his little arms 
all around. He is 7 months old now, and he is a cutie. My parents were surprised to see 
us come back and Gavin is clearly in love. My mom has a huge smile on her face, her 
third child has found his mate, and she couldn’t be happier about it, plus of course 
potential grandchildren Amanda is really cute, so she and Gavin will have cute pups. 
Gabi takes the opportunity to take care of the babies while we were here visiting, and 
they were happy to meet the new people.  

Eden and Amanda gushed over how cute the twins were, and I waited on it because I 
knew it was coming. Gavin finally couldn’t take it, and said, “You know our babies will 
look like that as well because Tanner and I look alike” Eden tried to hide her smile with 
her hand, but Amanda was blushing furiously at what Gavin had said. Gabi had a huge 
smile en her face and said, “Yes, Gavin is a very handsome guy”. I had to reach over 
and tum her tar to me and say, “No, baby, you only have eyes for me, remember” and 
she laughed and  

leaned over to give me a kiss.  

“Well, isn’t this a sweet family moment” i heard a familiar voice and looked up to see 
Dana standing there with her three besties  

“Apparently she can’t stop making out with Tanner They are always doing that” Elise 
said.  

“Yes, she really enjoys the company of men,” Gina said. “I can’t wait to see you kick her 
ass, Dana” Ava said.  

“You can all keep it moving, I don’t have to see you for another 30 minutes, or so. I will 
need to come in early and stretch and warm-up but trust me when I say that I won’t be 
looking at your ugly face while I do it” Gabi told them and I was so proud of her for 
standing up for herselt.  

“Yes, you all can be utilizing your time to try to get up some people to sit in your stands 
to support you during the fight. Aren’t you worried no one will be sitting in your stands, 
Dana?” I told her  

“I am not worried about it, I have been training for this fight for whole Ihree weeks, and 
Gabi couldn’t because she had given birth. So, I didn’t have to train as haid. I don’t want 
to embarrass her too much, all I have to do is show everyone that Gabi didn’t earn her 
way onto that team, she earned it on her back. I don’t care what those other Trainers or 



you said. I KNOW because my friend Tatum told me so at the mall the last time that I 
saw her, at the end of May She said that she tried to report it to the Alpha of Iver Green, 
but that Gabi was sleeping with him too, so no one did anything about it” Dana said and 
then the whole dining room froze as a thunderous growl sounded from Alpha Heath, as 
he rose slowly from his chair and looked Dana dead in the eye and said, “What did 
Tatum tell you again?” in a deadly voice  

Dana repeated everything that she said and while she was talking Von stood up and 
tried to wrap her arms around Heath to get him to focus on her, but in this instance, she 
couldn’t get him calmed down, all four of the girls stepped back from our table and were 
visible scared. Alan, Hudson, James, and Laston came running into the dining room as 
they knew that roar and came to our table to see what happened.  

“Is that the rumor that you have been spreading then? That Gabi was sleeping with the 
team, and the Alpha of [ver Green to ensure her place on the team?” Heath asked 
Dana, and I don’t know if she will live to be able to fight Gabi at this point.  

“Yes, because it isn’t a rumor, it is the truth. My friend told me, and she was there. She 
saw the whole thing And she said that when she tried to tell the Luna of Ever Green, 
that she was kicked out of the pack for some made up reason Dana told them and then 
von turned around and looked at her with a face I have never seen on her before She is 
always smiling and kind, but right now. Von was about to kick all four of those girl’s 
asses. I could see it on her face. Gabi stepped between them and said calmly. So you 
have nothing to worry abou! then nght Dana? Since I didn’ eam my spot, oh and just for 
the record if you pull a weapon on me during the match or any of your friends who join 
in the fight have a weapon that changes the terms of the fight, and I will kill whoever 
does it. It is against the  

law to threaten your luna, and whether you like it or not, I AM your Luna”.  

The girls all blushed as they cannot believe Gabi knew what they were planning, but 
Dana didn’t even flinch. “No one was planning on jumping you Gabi, I don’t need help to 
beat you,” Dana said with a smirk.  

“I will see you there in thirty minutes, you go ahead and do what you need to do, but I 
assure you, you will not be winning this fight, Dana. Be seeing you girls” Gabi said as 
she leaned over to look at them as she gave thein a little finger wave, and they were 
mad. Mad that Gabi knew, and mad that Gabi called them on it. This is going to be a 
good fight. 

 


